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• Formally, express the game between discriminator D and 
generator G with the minimax objective: 

where:  
-      is the data distribution 
-      is the model distribution implicitly defined by: 

- the generator input     is sampled from some simple 
noise distribution, (e.g. uniform or Gaussian).

GAN Objective

Pr

Pg

min
G

max
D

E
x∼Pr

[log(D(x))] + E
x̃∼Pg

[log(1−D(x̃))].

x̃ = G(z), z ∼ p(z)

z
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GAN Theory
• Optimal (nonparametric) discriminator: 

• Under an ideal discriminator, the generator minimizes the 
Jensen-Shannon divergence between      and     .Pr Pg

JS(Pr∥Pg) = KL
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• The minimax objective leads to vanishing gradients as the 
discriminator saturates. 

• In practice, Goodfellow et al (2014) advocate the heuristic 
training objective: 

‣ However, this modified loss function can still misbehave in 
the presence of a good discriminator.

GAN Theory … in practice

max
D

E
x∼Pr

[log(D(x))] + E
x̃∼Pg

[log(1−D(x̃))].

max
G

E
x̃∼Pg

[log(D(x̃))].
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GAN samples
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Least-Squares GAN

(a) Generated by LSGANs.

(b) Generated by DCGANs (Reported in [13]).

Figure 5: Generated images on LSUN-bedroom.

where �(·) denotes the linear mapping function and y denotes the label vectors.

4 Experiments

In this section, we first present the details of datasets and implementation. Next,
we present the results of evaluating LSGANs on several scene datasets. Then we
compare the stability between LSGANs and regular GANs by two comparison
experiments. Finally, we evaluate LSGANs on a handwritten Chinese characters
dataset which contains 3740 classes.

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets.

Dataset #Samples #Categories
LSUN Bedroom 3, 033, 042 1
LSUN Church 126, 227 1
LSUN Dining 657, 571 1
LSUN Kitchen 2, 212, 277 1

LSUN Conference 229, 069 1
HWDB1.0 1,246,991 3,740

10

Xudong Mao, Qing Li†, Haoran Xie, Raymond 
Y.K. Lau and Zhen Wang, ArXiv, Feb. 2017

128x128 LSUN bedroom scenes
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GAN — Generative Adversarial Networks 
3D-GAN — Learning a Probabilistic Latent Space of Object Shapes via 3D Generative-Adversarial Modeling 
acGAN — Face Aging With Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks 
AC-GAN — Conditional Image Synthesis With Auxiliary Classifier GANs 
AdaGAN — AdaGAN: Boosting Generative Models 
AEGAN — Learning Inverse Mapping by Autoencoder based Generative Adversarial Nets 
AffGAN — Amortised MAP Inference for Image Super-resolution 
AL-CGAN — Learning to Generate Images of Outdoor Scenes from Attributes and Semantic Layouts 
ALI — Adversarially Learned Inference 
AMGAN — Generative Adversarial Nets with Labeled Data by Activation Maximization 
AnoGAN — Unsupervised Anomaly Detection with Generative Adversarial Networks to Guide Marker Discovery 
ArtGAN — ArtGAN: Artwork Synthesis with Conditional Categorial GANs 
b-GAN — b-GAN: Unified Framework of Generative Adversarial Networks 
Bayesian GAN — Deep and Hierarchical Implicit Models 
BEGAN — BEGAN: Boundary Equilibrium Generative Adversarial Networks 
BiGAN — Adversarial Feature Learning 
BS-GAN — Boundary-Seeking Generative Adversarial Networks 
CGAN — Conditional Generative Adversarial Nets 
CCGAN — Semi-Supervised Learning with Context-Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks 
CatGAN — Unsupervised and Semi-supervised Learning with Categorical Generative Adversarial Networks 
CoGAN — Coupled Generative Adversarial Networks 
Context-RNN-GAN — Contextual RNN-GANs for Abstract Reasoning Diagram Generation 
C-RNN-GAN — C-RNN-GAN: Continuous recurrent neural networks with adversarial training 
CS-GAN — Improving Neural Machine Translation with Conditional Sequence Generative Adversarial Nets 
CVAE-GAN — CVAE-GAN: Fine-Grained Image Generation through Asymmetric Training 
CycleGAN — Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks 
DTN — Unsupervised Cross-Domain Image Generation 
DCGAN — Unsupervised Representation Learning with Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks 
DiscoGAN — Learning to Discover Cross-Domain Relations with Generative Adversarial Networks 
DR-GAN — Disentangled Representation Learning GAN for Pose-Invariant Face Recognition 
DualGAN — DualGAN: Unsupervised Dual Learning for Image-to-Image Translation 
EBGAN — Energy-based Generative Adversarial Network 
f-GAN — f-GAN: Training Generative Neural Samplers using Variational Divergence Minimization 
GAWWN — Learning What and Where to Draw 
GoGAN — Gang of GANs: Generative Adversarial Networks with Maximum Margin Ranking 
GP-GAN — GP-GAN: Towards Realistic High-Resolution Image Blending 
IAN — Neural Photo Editing with Introspective Adversarial Networks 
iGAN — Generative Visual Manipulation on the Natural Image Manifold 
IcGAN — Invertible Conditional GANs for image editing 
ID-CGAN- Image De-raining Using a Conditional Generative Adversarial Network 
Improved GAN — Improved Techniques for Training GANs 
InfoGAN — InfoGAN: Interpretable Representation Learning by Information Maximizing Generative Adversarial Nets 
LAGAN — Learning Particle Physics by Example: Location-Aware Generative Adversarial Networks for Physics Synthesis 
LAPGAN — Deep Generative Image Models using a Laplacian Pyramid of Adversarial Networks 
LR-GAN — LR-GAN: Layered Recursive Generative Adversarial Networks for Image Generation 
LSGAN — Least Squares Generative Adversarial Networks

LS-GAN — Loss-Sensitive Generative Adversarial Networks on Lipschitz Densities 
MGAN — Precomputed Real-Time Texture Synthesis with Markovian Generative Adversarial Networks 
MAGAN — MAGAN: Margin Adaptation for Generative Adversarial Networks 
MAD-GAN — Multi-Agent Diverse Generative Adversarial Networks 
MalGAN — Generating Adversarial Malware Examples for Black-Box Attacks Based on GAN 
MaliGAN — Maximum-Likelihood Augmented Discrete Generative Adversarial Networks 
MARTA-GAN — Deep Unsupervised Representation Learning for Remote Sensing Images 
McGAN — McGan: Mean and Covariance Feature Matching GAN 
MDGAN — Mode Regularized Generative Adversarial Networks 
MedGAN — Generating Multi-label Discrete Electronic Health Records using Generative Adversarial Networks 
MIX+GAN — Generalization and Equilibrium in Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) 
MPM-GAN — Message Passing Multi-Agent GANs 
MV-BiGAN — Multi-view Generative Adversarial Networks 
pix2pix — Image-to-Image Translation with Conditional Adversarial Networks 
PPGN — Plug & Play Generative Networks: Conditional Iterative Generation of Images in Latent Space 
PrGAN — 3D Shape Induction from 2D Views of Multiple Objects 
RenderGAN — RenderGAN: Generating Realistic Labeled Data 
RTT-GAN — Recurrent Topic-Transition GAN for Visual Paragraph Generation 
SGAN — Stacked Generative Adversarial Networks 
SGAN — Texture Synthesis with Spatial Generative Adversarial Networks 
SAD-GAN — SAD-GAN: Synthetic Autonomous Driving using Generative Adversarial Networks 
SalGAN — SalGAN: Visual Saliency Prediction with Generative Adversarial Networks 
SEGAN — SEGAN: Speech Enhancement Generative Adversarial Network 
SeGAN — SeGAN: Segmenting and Generating the Invisible 
SeqGAN — SeqGAN: Sequence Generative Adversarial Nets with Policy Gradient 
SimGAN — Learning from Simulated and Unsupervised Images through Adversarial Training 
SketchGAN — Adversarial Training For Sketch Retrieval 
SL-GAN — Semi-Latent GAN: Learning to generate and modify facial images from attributes 
Softmax-GAN — Softmax GAN 
SRGAN — Photo-Realistic Single Image Super-Resolution Using a Generative Adversarial Network 
S²GAN — Generative Image Modeling using Style and Structure Adversarial Networks 
SSL-GAN — Semi-Supervised Learning with Context-Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks 
StackGAN — StackGAN: Text to Photo-realistic Image Synthesis with Stacked Generative Adversarial Networks 
TGAN — Temporal Generative Adversarial Nets 
TAC-GAN — TAC-GAN — Text Conditioned Auxiliary Classifier Generative Adversarial Network 
TP-GAN — Beyond Face Rotation: Global and Local Perception GAN for Photorealistic and Identity Preserving Frontal View Synthesis 
Triple-GAN — Triple Generative Adversarial Nets 
Unrolled GAN — Unrolled Generative Adversarial Networks 
VGAN — Generating Videos with Scene Dynamics 
VGAN — Generative Adversarial Networks as Variational Training of Energy Based Models 
VAE-GAN — Autoencoding beyond pixels using a learned similarity metric 
VariGAN — Multi-View Image Generation from a Single-View 
ViGAN — Image Generation and Editing with Variational Info Generative AdversarialNetworks 
WGAN — Wasserstein GAN 
WGAN-GP — Improved Training of Wasserstein GANs 
WaterGAN — WaterGAN: Unsupervised Generative Network to Enable Real-time Color Correction of Monocular Underwater Images

GAN Zoo Deep Hunt, blog by Avinash Hindupur
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An explo-GAN of papers

11

Explosive growth — All the named GAN 
variants cumulatively since 2014.  

Credit: Bruno Gavranović 

(from Deep Hunt, blog by Avinash Hindupur)



DCGAN samples (Radford, Metz and Chintala; 2016)

LSUN bedroom scenes

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2016

Figure 4: Top rows: Interpolation between a series of 9 random points in Z show that the space
learned has smooth transitions, with every image in the space plausibly looking like a bedroom. In
the 6th row, you see a room without a window slowly transforming into a room with a giant window.
In the 10th row, you see what appears to be a TV slowly being transformed into a window.

6.3.2 VECTOR ARITHMETIC ON FACE SAMPLES

In the context of evaluating learned representations of words (Mikolov et al., 2013) demonstrated
that simple arithmetic operations revealed rich linear structure in representation space. One canoni-
cal example demonstrated that the vector(”King”) - vector(”Man”) + vector(”Woman”) resulted in a
vector whose nearest neighbor was the vector for Queen. We investigated whether similar structure
emerges in the Z representation of our generators. We performed similar arithmetic on the Z vectors
of sets of exemplar samples for visual concepts. Experiments working on only single samples per
concept were unstable, but averaging the Z vector for three examplars showed consistent and stable
generations that semantically obeyed the arithmetic. In addition to the object manipulation shown
in (Fig. 7), we demonstrate that face pose is also modeled linearly in Z space (Fig. 8).

These demonstrations suggest interesting applications can be developed using Z representations
learned by our models. It has been previously demonstrated that conditional generative models can
learn to convincingly model object attributes like scale, rotation, and position (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2014). This is to our knowledge the first demonstration of this occurring in purely unsupervised

8

Z-space interpolations
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Cartoon of the Image manifold
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What makes GANs special?
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x2

x1

x2

more traditional max-likelihood approach GAN 14



f-GAN:Variational Divergence Minimization 

• The f-divergence family: (generalizes KL divergence)
Nowozin et al (2016)

Such probabilistic feedforward neural network models were first considered in [22] and [3], here we
call these models generative neural samplers. GAN is also of this type, as is the decoder model of
a variational autoencoder [18].

In the original GAN paper the authors show that it is possible to estimate neural samplers by
approximate minimization of the symmetric Jensen-Shannon divergence,

DJS(PkQ) =

1
2DKL(Pk 1

2 (P +Q)) +

1
2DKL(Qk 1

2 (P +Q)), (1)
where D

KL

denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The key technique used in the GAN training
is that of introducing a second “discriminator” neural networks which is optimized simultaneously.
Because DJS(PkQ) is a proper divergence measure between distributions this implies that the true
distribution P can be approximated well in case there are sufficient training samples and the model
class Q is rich enough to represent P .

In this work we show that the principle of GANs is more general and we can extend the variational
divergence estimation framework proposed by Nguyen et al. [25] to recover the GAN training
objective and generalize it to arbitrary f -divergences.

More concretely, we make the following contributions over the state-of-the-art:

• We derive the GAN training objectives for all f -divergences and provide as example
additional divergence functions, including the Kullback-Leibler and Pearson divergences.

• We simplify the saddle-point optimization procedure of Goodfellow et al. [10] and provide
a theoretical justification.

• We provide experimental insight into which divergence function is suitable for estimating
generative neural samplers for natural images.

2 Method

We first review the divergence estimation framework of Nguyen et al. [25] which is based on
f -divergences. We then extend this framework from divergence estimation to model estimation.

2.1 The f-divergence Family

Statistical divergences such as the well-known Kullback-Leibler divergence measure the difference
between two given probability distributions. A large class of different divergences are the so called
f -divergences [5, 21], also known as the Ali-Silvey distances [1]. Given two distributions P and Q

that possess, respectively, an absolutely continuous density function p and q with respect to a base
measure dx defined on the domain X , we define the f -divergence,

D

f

(PkQ) =

Z

X
q(x)f

✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

dx, (2)

where the generator function f : R+ ! R is a convex, lower-semicontinuous function satisfying
f(1) = 0. Different choices of f recover popular divergences as special cases in (2). We illustrate
common choices in Table 5. See supplementary material for more divergences and plots.

2.2 Variational Estimation of f -divergences

Nguyen et al. [25] derive a general variational method to estimate f -divergences given only samples
from P and Q. We will extend their method from merely estimating a divergence for a fixed model
to estimating model parameters. We call this new method variational divergence minimization

(VDM) and show that the generative-adversarial training is a special case of this more general VDM
framework.

For completeness, we first provide a self-contained derivation of Nguyen et al’s divergence estimation
procedure. Every convex, lower-semicontinuous function f has a convex conjugate function f

⇤, also
known as Fenchel conjugate [14]. This function is defined as

f

⇤
(t) = sup

u2domf

{ut� f(u)} . (3)

The function f

⇤ is again convex and lower-semicontinuous and the pair (f, f⇤
) is dual to another

in the sense that f⇤⇤
= f . Therefore, we can also represent f as f(u) = sup

t2domf⇤ {tu� f

⇤
(t)}.

2

Name D

f

(PkQ) Generator f(u) T

⇤
(x)

Kullback-Leibler
R

p(x) log

p(x)
q(x) dx u log u 1 + log

p(x)
q(x)

Reverse KL
R

q(x) log

q(x)
p(x) dx � log u � q(x)

p(x)

Pearson �

2
R (q(x)�p(x))2

p(x) dx (u� 1)

2
2(

p(x)
q(x) � 1)

Squared Hellinger
R

⇣

p

p(x)�
p

q(x)

⌘2
dx (

p
u� 1)

2
(

q

p(x)
q(x) � 1) ·

q

q(x)
p(x)

Jensen-Shannon 1
2

R

p(x) log

2p(x)
p(x)+q(x) + q(x) log

2q(x)
p(x)+q(x) dx �(u+ 1) log

1+u

2 + u log u log

2p(x)
p(x)+q(x)

GAN
R

p(x) log

2p(x)
p(x)+q(x) + q(x) log

2q(x)
p(x)+q(x) dx� log(4) u log u� (u+ 1) log(u+ 1) log

p(x)
p(x)+q(x)

Table 1: List of f -divergences D
f

(PkQ) together with generator functions. Part of the list of divergences and
their generators is based on [26]. For all divergences we have f : dom

f

! R [ {+1}, where f is convex and
lower-semicontinuous. Also we have f(1) = 0 which ensures that D

f

(PkP ) = 0 for any distribution P . As
shown by [10] GAN is related to the Jensen-Shannon divergence through DGAN = 2DJS � log(4).

Nguyen et al. leverage the above variational representation of f in the definition of the f -divergence
to obtain a lower bound on the divergence,

D

f

(PkQ) =

R

X
q(x) sup

t2domf⇤

n

t

p(x)
q(x) � f

⇤
(t)

o

dx

� sup

T2T

⇣

R

X
p(x)T (x) dx�

R

X
q(x) f

⇤
(T (x)) dx

⌘

= sup

T2T
(E

x⇠P

[T (x)]� E
x⇠Q

[f

⇤
(T (x))]) , (4)

where T is an arbitrary class of functions T : X ! R. The above derivation yields a lower bound
for two reasons: first, because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum
operations. Second, the class of functions T may contain only a subset of all possible functions.

By taking the variation of the lower bound in (4) w.r.t. T , we find that under mild conditions on
f [25], the bound is tight for

T

⇤
(x) = f

0
✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

, (5)

where f

0 denotes the first order derivative of f . This condition can serve as a guiding principle for
choosing f and designing the class of functions T . For example, the popular reverse Kullback-Leibler
divergence corresponds to f(u) = � log(u) resulting in T

⇤
(x) = �q(x)/p(x), see Table 5.

We list common f -divergences in Table 5 and provide their Fenchel conjugates f

⇤ and the do-
mains dom

f

⇤ in Table 6. We provide plots of the generator functions and their conjugates in the
supplementary materials.

2.3 Variational Divergence Minimization (VDM)

We now use the variational lower bound (4) on the f -divergence D

f

(PkQ) in order to estimate a
generative model Q given a true distribution P .

To this end, we follow the generative-adversarial approach [10] and use two neural networks, Q and
T . Q is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
We parametrize Q through a vector ✓ and write Q

✓

. T is our variational function, taking as input a
sample and returning a scalar. We parametrize T using a vector ! and write T

!

.

We can learn a generative model Q
✓

by finding a saddle-point of the following f -GAN objective
function, where we minimize with respect to ✓ and maximize with respect to !,

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[T

!

(x)]� E
x⇠Q✓ [f

⇤
(T

!

(x))] . (6)

To optimize (6) on a given finite training data set, we approximate the expectations using minibatch
samples. To approximate E

x⇠P

[·] we sample B instances without replacement from the training set.
To approximate E

x⇠Q✓ [·] we sample B instances from the current generative model Q
✓

.
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f-GAN:Variational Divergence Minimization 

• The f-divergence family: (generalizes KL divergence) 

• Nowozin et al propose to make use of the Fenchel conjugate 
to redefine the divergence:

Nowozin et al (2016)

Such probabilistic feedforward neural network models were first considered in [22] and [3], here we
call these models generative neural samplers. GAN is also of this type, as is the decoder model of
a variational autoencoder [18].

In the original GAN paper the authors show that it is possible to estimate neural samplers by
approximate minimization of the symmetric Jensen-Shannon divergence,

DJS(PkQ) =

1
2DKL(Pk 1

2 (P +Q)) +

1
2DKL(Qk 1

2 (P +Q)), (1)
where D

KL

denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The key technique used in the GAN training
is that of introducing a second “discriminator” neural networks which is optimized simultaneously.
Because DJS(PkQ) is a proper divergence measure between distributions this implies that the true
distribution P can be approximated well in case there are sufficient training samples and the model
class Q is rich enough to represent P .

In this work we show that the principle of GANs is more general and we can extend the variational
divergence estimation framework proposed by Nguyen et al. [25] to recover the GAN training
objective and generalize it to arbitrary f -divergences.

More concretely, we make the following contributions over the state-of-the-art:

• We derive the GAN training objectives for all f -divergences and provide as example
additional divergence functions, including the Kullback-Leibler and Pearson divergences.

• We simplify the saddle-point optimization procedure of Goodfellow et al. [10] and provide
a theoretical justification.

• We provide experimental insight into which divergence function is suitable for estimating
generative neural samplers for natural images.

2 Method

We first review the divergence estimation framework of Nguyen et al. [25] which is based on
f -divergences. We then extend this framework from divergence estimation to model estimation.

2.1 The f-divergence Family

Statistical divergences such as the well-known Kullback-Leibler divergence measure the difference
between two given probability distributions. A large class of different divergences are the so called
f -divergences [5, 21], also known as the Ali-Silvey distances [1]. Given two distributions P and Q

that possess, respectively, an absolutely continuous density function p and q with respect to a base
measure dx defined on the domain X , we define the f -divergence,

D

f

(PkQ) =

Z

X
q(x)f

✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

dx, (2)

where the generator function f : R+ ! R is a convex, lower-semicontinuous function satisfying
f(1) = 0. Different choices of f recover popular divergences as special cases in (2). We illustrate
common choices in Table 5. See supplementary material for more divergences and plots.

2.2 Variational Estimation of f -divergences

Nguyen et al. [25] derive a general variational method to estimate f -divergences given only samples
from P and Q. We will extend their method from merely estimating a divergence for a fixed model
to estimating model parameters. We call this new method variational divergence minimization

(VDM) and show that the generative-adversarial training is a special case of this more general VDM
framework.

For completeness, we first provide a self-contained derivation of Nguyen et al’s divergence estimation
procedure. Every convex, lower-semicontinuous function f has a convex conjugate function f

⇤, also
known as Fenchel conjugate [14]. This function is defined as

f

⇤
(t) = sup

u2domf

{ut� f(u)} . (3)

The function f

⇤ is again convex and lower-semicontinuous and the pair (f, f⇤
) is dual to another

in the sense that f⇤⇤
= f . Therefore, we can also represent f as f(u) = sup

t2domf⇤ {tu� f

⇤
(t)}.

2

Such probabilistic feedforward neural network models were first considered in [22] and [3], here we
call these models generative neural samplers. GAN is also of this type, as is the decoder model of
a variational autoencoder [18].

In the original GAN paper the authors show that it is possible to estimate neural samplers by
approximate minimization of the symmetric Jensen-Shannon divergence,

DJS(PkQ) =

1
2DKL(Pk 1

2 (P +Q)) +

1
2DKL(Qk 1

2 (P +Q)), (1)
where D

KL

denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The key technique used in the GAN training
is that of introducing a second “discriminator” neural networks which is optimized simultaneously.
Because DJS(PkQ) is a proper divergence measure between distributions this implies that the true
distribution P can be approximated well in case there are sufficient training samples and the model
class Q is rich enough to represent P .

In this work we show that the principle of GANs is more general and we can extend the variational
divergence estimation framework proposed by Nguyen et al. [25] to recover the GAN training
objective and generalize it to arbitrary f -divergences.

More concretely, we make the following contributions over the state-of-the-art:

• We derive the GAN training objectives for all f -divergences and provide as example
additional divergence functions, including the Kullback-Leibler and Pearson divergences.

• We simplify the saddle-point optimization procedure of Goodfellow et al. [10] and provide
a theoretical justification.

• We provide experimental insight into which divergence function is suitable for estimating
generative neural samplers for natural images.

2 Method

We first review the divergence estimation framework of Nguyen et al. [25] which is based on
f -divergences. We then extend this framework from divergence estimation to model estimation.

2.1 The f-divergence Family

Statistical divergences such as the well-known Kullback-Leibler divergence measure the difference
between two given probability distributions. A large class of different divergences are the so called
f -divergences [5, 21], also known as the Ali-Silvey distances [1]. Given two distributions P and Q

that possess, respectively, an absolutely continuous density function p and q with respect to a base
measure dx defined on the domain X , we define the f -divergence,

D

f

(PkQ) =

Z

X
q(x)f

✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

dx, (2)

where the generator function f : R+ ! R is a convex, lower-semicontinuous function satisfying
f(1) = 0. Different choices of f recover popular divergences as special cases in (2). We illustrate
common choices in Table 5. See supplementary material for more divergences and plots.

2.2 Variational Estimation of f -divergences

Nguyen et al. [25] derive a general variational method to estimate f -divergences given only samples
from P and Q. We will extend their method from merely estimating a divergence for a fixed model
to estimating model parameters. We call this new method variational divergence minimization

(VDM) and show that the generative-adversarial training is a special case of this more general VDM
framework.

For completeness, we first provide a self-contained derivation of Nguyen et al’s divergence estimation
procedure. Every convex, lower-semicontinuous function f has a convex conjugate function f

⇤, also
known as Fenchel conjugate [14]. This function is defined as

f

⇤
(t) = sup

u2domf

{ut� f(u)} . (3)

The function f

⇤ is again convex and lower-semicontinuous and the pair (f, f⇤
) is dual to another

in the sense that f⇤⇤
= f . Therefore, we can also represent f as f(u) = sup

t2domf⇤ {tu� f

⇤
(t)}.

2



f-GAN:Variational Divergence Minimization 

• The f-divergence family: (generalizes KL divergence)
Nowozin et al (2016)

Name D

f

(PkQ) Generator f(u) T

⇤
(x)

Kullback-Leibler
R

p(x) log

p(x)
q(x) dx u log u 1 + log

p(x)
q(x)
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p(x) dx � log u � q(x)
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2 + u log u log
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GAN
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p(x) log

2p(x)
p(x)+q(x) + q(x) log

2q(x)
p(x)+q(x) dx� log(4) u log u� (u+ 1) log(u+ 1) log

p(x)
p(x)+q(x)

Table 1: List of f -divergences D
f

(PkQ) together with generator functions. Part of the list of divergences and
their generators is based on [26]. For all divergences we have f : dom

f

! R [ {+1}, where f is convex and
lower-semicontinuous. Also we have f(1) = 0 which ensures that D

f

(PkP ) = 0 for any distribution P . As
shown by [10] GAN is related to the Jensen-Shannon divergence through DGAN = 2DJS � log(4).

Nguyen et al. leverage the above variational representation of f in the definition of the f -divergence
to obtain a lower bound on the divergence,

D

f

(PkQ) =

R

X
q(x) sup

t2domf⇤

n

t

p(x)
q(x) � f

⇤
(t)

o

dx

� sup

T2T

⇣
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X
p(x)T (x) dx�

R

X
q(x) f

⇤
(T (x)) dx

⌘

= sup

T2T
(E

x⇠P

[T (x)]� E
x⇠Q

[f

⇤
(T (x))]) , (4)

where T is an arbitrary class of functions T : X ! R. The above derivation yields a lower bound
for two reasons: first, because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum
operations. Second, the class of functions T may contain only a subset of all possible functions.

By taking the variation of the lower bound in (4) w.r.t. T , we find that under mild conditions on
f [25], the bound is tight for

T

⇤
(x) = f

0
✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

, (5)

where f

0 denotes the first order derivative of f . This condition can serve as a guiding principle for
choosing f and designing the class of functions T . For example, the popular reverse Kullback-Leibler
divergence corresponds to f(u) = � log(u) resulting in T

⇤
(x) = �q(x)/p(x), see Table 5.

We list common f -divergences in Table 5 and provide their Fenchel conjugates f

⇤ and the do-
mains dom

f

⇤ in Table 6. We provide plots of the generator functions and their conjugates in the
supplementary materials.

2.3 Variational Divergence Minimization (VDM)

We now use the variational lower bound (4) on the f -divergence D

f

(PkQ) in order to estimate a
generative model Q given a true distribution P .

To this end, we follow the generative-adversarial approach [10] and use two neural networks, Q and
T . Q is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
We parametrize Q through a vector ✓ and write Q

✓

. T is our variational function, taking as input a
sample and returning a scalar. We parametrize T using a vector ! and write T

!

.

We can learn a generative model Q
✓

by finding a saddle-point of the following f -GAN objective
function, where we minimize with respect to ✓ and maximize with respect to !,

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[T

!

(x)]� E
x⇠Q✓ [f

⇤
(T

!

(x))] . (6)

To optimize (6) on a given finite training data set, we approximate the expectations using minibatch
samples. To approximate E

x⇠P

[·] we sample B instances without replacement from the training set.
To approximate E

x⇠Q✓ [·] we sample B instances from the current generative model Q
✓

.

3

Looks like the GAN objective



f-GAN:Variational Divergence Minimization 

• The f-divergence family: (expressed as a GAN)
Nowozin et al (2016)
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Table 1: List of f -divergences D
f

(PkQ) together with generator functions. Part of the list of divergences and
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! R [ {+1}, where f is convex and
lower-semicontinuous. Also we have f(1) = 0 which ensures that D

f

(PkP ) = 0 for any distribution P . As
shown by [10] GAN is related to the Jensen-Shannon divergence through DGAN = 2DJS � log(4).

Nguyen et al. leverage the above variational representation of f in the definition of the f -divergence
to obtain a lower bound on the divergence,
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(T (x))]) , (4)

where T is an arbitrary class of functions T : X ! R. The above derivation yields a lower bound
for two reasons: first, because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum
operations. Second, the class of functions T may contain only a subset of all possible functions.

By taking the variation of the lower bound in (4) w.r.t. T , we find that under mild conditions on
f [25], the bound is tight for

T

⇤
(x) = f

0
✓

p(x)

q(x)

◆

, (5)

where f

0 denotes the first order derivative of f . This condition can serve as a guiding principle for
choosing f and designing the class of functions T . For example, the popular reverse Kullback-Leibler
divergence corresponds to f(u) = � log(u) resulting in T

⇤
(x) = �q(x)/p(x), see Table 5.

We list common f -divergences in Table 5 and provide their Fenchel conjugates f

⇤ and the do-
mains dom

f

⇤ in Table 6. We provide plots of the generator functions and their conjugates in the
supplementary materials.

2.3 Variational Divergence Minimization (VDM)

We now use the variational lower bound (4) on the f -divergence D

f

(PkQ) in order to estimate a
generative model Q given a true distribution P .

To this end, we follow the generative-adversarial approach [10] and use two neural networks, Q and
T . Q is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
We parametrize Q through a vector ✓ and write Q

✓

. T is our variational function, taking as input a
sample and returning a scalar. We parametrize T using a vector ! and write T

!

.

We can learn a generative model Q
✓

by finding a saddle-point of the following f -GAN objective
function, where we minimize with respect to ✓ and maximize with respect to !,

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[T

!

(x)]� E
x⇠Q✓ [f

⇤
(T

!

(x))] . (6)

To optimize (6) on a given finite training data set, we approximate the expectations using minibatch
samples. To approximate E

x⇠P

[·] we sample B instances without replacement from the training set.
To approximate E

x⇠Q✓ [·] we sample B instances from the current generative model Q
✓

.
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Name Output activation g

f

dom
f

⇤ Conjugate f

⇤
(t) f

0
(1)

Kullback-Leibler (KL) v R exp(t� 1) 1

Reverse KL � exp(�v) R� �1� log(�t) �1

Pearson �

2
v R 1

4 t
2
+ t 0

Squared Hellinger 1� exp(�v) t < 1

t

1�t

0

Jensen-Shannon log(2)� log(1 + exp(�v)) t < log(2) � log(2� exp(t)) 0

GAN � log(1 + exp(�v)) R� � log(1� exp(t)) � log(2)

Table 2: Recommended final layer activation functions and critical variational function level defined by f

0
(1).

The critical value f

0
(1) can be interpreted as a classification threshold applied to T (x) to distinguish between

true and generated samples.

Figure 1: The two terms in the saddle objective (7) are plotted as a function of the variational function V

!

(x).

2.4 Representation for the Variational Function

To apply the variational objective (6) for different f -divergences, we need to respect the domain
dom

f

⇤ of the conjugate functions f

⇤. To this end, we assume that variational function T

!

is
represented in the form T

!

(x) = g

f

(V

!

(x)) and rewrite the saddle objective (6) as follows:

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[g

f

(V

!

(x))] + E
x⇠Q✓ [�f

⇤
(g

f

(V

!

(x)))] , (7)

where V

!

: X ! R without any range constraints on the output, and g

f

: R ! dom
f

⇤ is an output

activation function specific to the f -divergence used. In Table 6 we propose suitable output activation
functions for the various conjugate functions f⇤ and their domains.1 Although the choice of g

f

is
somewhat arbitrary, we choose all of them to be monotone increasing functions so that a large output
V

!

(x) corresponds to the belief of the variational function that the sample x comes from the data
distribution P as in the GAN case; see Figure 1. It is also instructive to look at the second term
�f

⇤
(g

f

(v)) in the saddle objective (7). This term is typically (except for the Pearson �

2 divergence)
a decreasing function of the output V

!

(x) favoring variational functions that output negative numbers
for samples from the generator.

We can see the GAN objective,

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[logD

!

(x)] + E
x⇠Q✓ [log(1�D

!

(x))] , (8)

as a special instance of (7) by identifying each terms in the expectations of (7) and (8). In particular,
choosing the last nonlinearity in the discriminator as the sigmoid D

!

(x) = 1/(1 + e

�V!(x)
),

corresponds to output activation function is g
f

(v) = � log(1 + e

�v

); see Table 6.

2.5 Example: Univariate Mixture of Gaussians

To demonstrate the properties of the different f -divergences and to validate the variational divergence
estimation framework we perform an experiment similar to the one of [24].

Setup. We approximate a mixture of Gaussians by learning a Gaussian distribution. We represent our
model Q

✓

using a linear function which receives a random z ⇠ N (0, 1) and outputs G
✓

(z) = µ+�z,
where ✓ = (µ,�) are the two scalar parameters to be learned. For the variational function T

!

1Note that for numerical implementation we recommend directly implementing the scalar function f

⇤
(g

f

(·))
robustly instead of evaluating the two functions in sequence; see Figure 1.
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Table 1: List of f -divergences D
f

(PkQ) together with generator functions. Part of the list of divergences and
their generators is based on [26]. For all divergences we have f : dom

f

! R [ {+1}, where f is convex and
lower-semicontinuous. Also we have f(1) = 0 which ensures that D

f

(PkP ) = 0 for any distribution P . As
shown by [10] GAN is related to the Jensen-Shannon divergence through DGAN = 2DJS � log(4).

Nguyen et al. leverage the above variational representation of f in the definition of the f -divergence
to obtain a lower bound on the divergence,
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where T is an arbitrary class of functions T : X ! R. The above derivation yields a lower bound
for two reasons: first, because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum
operations. Second, the class of functions T may contain only a subset of all possible functions.

By taking the variation of the lower bound in (4) w.r.t. T , we find that under mild conditions on
f [25], the bound is tight for
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where f

0 denotes the first order derivative of f . This condition can serve as a guiding principle for
choosing f and designing the class of functions T . For example, the popular reverse Kullback-Leibler
divergence corresponds to f(u) = � log(u) resulting in T

⇤
(x) = �q(x)/p(x), see Table 5.

We list common f -divergences in Table 5 and provide their Fenchel conjugates f

⇤ and the do-
mains dom
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⇤ in Table 6. We provide plots of the generator functions and their conjugates in the
supplementary materials.

2.3 Variational Divergence Minimization (VDM)

We now use the variational lower bound (4) on the f -divergence D

f

(PkQ) in order to estimate a
generative model Q given a true distribution P .

To this end, we follow the generative-adversarial approach [10] and use two neural networks, Q and
T . Q is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
We parametrize Q through a vector ✓ and write Q

✓

. T is our variational function, taking as input a
sample and returning a scalar. We parametrize T using a vector ! and write T

!

.

We can learn a generative model Q
✓

by finding a saddle-point of the following f -GAN objective
function, where we minimize with respect to ✓ and maximize with respect to !,

F (✓,!) = E
x⇠P

[T
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(x)]� E
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To optimize (6) on a given finite training data set, we approximate the expectations using minibatch
samples. To approximate E

x⇠P

[·] we sample B instances without replacement from the training set.
To approximate E

x⇠Q✓ [·] we sample B instances from the current generative model Q
✓

.
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lower-semicontinuous. Also we have f(1) = 0 which ensures that D
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(PkP ) = 0 for any distribution P . As
shown by [10] GAN is related to the Jensen-Shannon divergence through DGAN = 2DJS � log(4).

Nguyen et al. leverage the above variational representation of f in the definition of the f -divergence
to obtain a lower bound on the divergence,
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where T is an arbitrary class of functions T : X ! R. The above derivation yields a lower bound
for two reasons: first, because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum
operations. Second, the class of functions T may contain only a subset of all possible functions.

By taking the variation of the lower bound in (4) w.r.t. T , we find that under mild conditions on
f [25], the bound is tight for
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where f

0 denotes the first order derivative of f . This condition can serve as a guiding principle for
choosing f and designing the class of functions T . For example, the popular reverse Kullback-Leibler
divergence corresponds to f(u) = � log(u) resulting in T

⇤
(x) = �q(x)/p(x), see Table 5.

We list common f -divergences in Table 5 and provide their Fenchel conjugates f

⇤ and the do-
mains dom
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⇤ in Table 6. We provide plots of the generator functions and their conjugates in the
supplementary materials.

2.3 Variational Divergence Minimization (VDM)

We now use the variational lower bound (4) on the f -divergence D

f

(PkQ) in order to estimate a
generative model Q given a true distribution P .

To this end, we follow the generative-adversarial approach [10] and use two neural networks, Q and
T . Q is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
We parametrize Q through a vector ✓ and write Q

✓

. T is our variational function, taking as input a
sample and returning a scalar. We parametrize T using a vector ! and write T

!

.

We can learn a generative model Q
✓

by finding a saddle-point of the following f -GAN objective
function, where we minimize with respect to ✓ and maximize with respect to !,

F (✓,!) = E
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(x)]� E
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To optimize (6) on a given finite training data set, we approximate the expectations using minibatch
samples. To approximate E

x⇠P

[·] we sample B instances without replacement from the training set.
To approximate E

x⇠Q✓ [·] we sample B instances from the current generative model Q
✓

.
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GAN Evaluation
• Quantitatively evaluating GANs is not straightforward: 

- Max Likelihood is a poor indication of sample quality. 
- continues to be a topic of research. 

• Evaluation metrics (selected) 
- Inception Score: (y = labels given gen. image.) 

- Mode Score: improved version of the Inception Score 
(taking the difference in marginal label distribution into account.) 

- Kernel MMD (Maximum Mean Discrepancy):

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2018

The Inception Score is arguably the most widely adopted metric in the literature. It uses a image
classification model M, the Google Inception network (Szegedy et al., 2016), pre-trained on the
ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) dataset, to compute

IS(Pg) = eEx⇠Pg [KL(pM(y|x)||pM(y))], (2)

where pM(y|x) denotes the label distribution of x as predicted by M, and pM(y) =
R
x

pM(y|x) dPg ,
i.e. the marginal of pM(y|x) over the probability measure Pg. The expectation and the integral in
pM(y|x) can be approximated with i.i.d. samples from Pg. A higher IS has pM(y|x) close to a
point mass, which happens when the Inception network is very confident that the image belongs
to a particular ImageNet category, and has pM(y) close to uniform, i.e. all categories are equally
represented. This suggests that the generative model has both high quality and diversity. Salimans
et al. (2016) show that the Inception Score has a reasonable correlation with human judgment of
image quality. We would like to highlight two specific properties: 1) the distributions on both sides
of the KL are dependent on M, and 2) the distribution of the real data Pr, or even samples thereof,
are not used anywhere.

The Mode Score is an improved version of the Inception Score. Formally, it is given by

MS(Pg) = eEx⇠Pg [KL(pM(y|x)||pM(y))]�KL(pM(y)||pM(y⇤)), (3)

where pM(y⇤) =
R
x

pM(y|x) dPr is the marginal label distribution for the samples from the real
data distribution. Unlike the Inception Score, it is able to measure the dissimilarity between the real
distribution Pr and generated distribution Pg through the term KL(pM(y)||pM(y⇤)).

The Kernel MMD (Maximum Mean Discrepancy), defined as

MMD(Pr,Pg) =

 
E
xr,x

0
r⇠Pr,

xg,x
0
g⇠Pg


k(xr,x

0
r)� 2k(xr,xg) + k(xg,x

0
g)

�! 1
2

, (4)

measures the dissimilarity between Pr and Pg for some fixed kernel function k. Given two sets of
samples from Pr and Pg, the empirical MMD between the two distributions can be computed with
finite sample approximation of the expectation. A lower MMD means that Pg is closer to Pr. The
Parzen window estimate (Gretton et al., 2007) can be viewed as a specialization of Kernel MMD.
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This is the finite sample approximation of WD(Pr,Pg) used in practice. Similar to MMD, the
Wasserstein distance is lower when two distributions are more similar.

The Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) was recently introduced by Heusel et al. (2017) to evaluate
GANs. Formally, it is given by

FID(Pr,Pg) = kµr � µgk+ Tr(Cr +Cg � 2(CrCg)
1/2

), (7)

where µr (µg) and Cr (Cg) are the mean and covariance of the real (generated) distribution, respec-
tively. Note that under the Gaussian assumption on both Pr and Pg , the Fréchet distance is equivalent
to the Wasserstein-2 distance.

The 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier is used in two-sample tests to assess whether two distributions
are identical. Given two sets of samples Sr ⇠ Pn

r and Sg ⇠ Pm
g , with |Sr| = |Sg|, one can compute

the leave-one-out (LOO) accuracy of a 1-NN classifier trained on Sr and Sg with positive labels
for Sr and negative labels for Sg. Different from the most common use of accuracy, here the 1-NN
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This is the finite sample approximation of WD(Pr,Pg) used in practice. Similar to MMD, the
Wasserstein distance is lower when two distributions are more similar.

The Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) was recently introduced by Heusel et al. (2017) to evaluate
GANs. Formally, it is given by
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where µr (µg) and Cr (Cg) are the mean and covariance of the real (generated) distribution, respec-
tively. Note that under the Gaussian assumption on both Pr and Pg , the Fréchet distance is equivalent
to the Wasserstein-2 distance.

The 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier is used in two-sample tests to assess whether two distributions
are identical. Given two sets of samples Sr ⇠ Pn
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g , with |Sr| = |Sg|, one can compute
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6 Experiments

We performed semi-supervised experiments on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and SVHN, and sample gener-
ation experiments on MNIST, CIFAR-10, SVHN and ImageNet. We provide code to reproduce the
majority of our experiments.

6.1 MNIST

Figure 3: (Left) samples generated by model dur-
ing semi-supervised training. Samples can be
clearly distinguished from images coming from
MNIST dataset. (Right) Samples generated with
minibatch discrimination. Samples are com-
pletely indistinguishable from dataset images.

The MNIST dataset contains 60, 000 labeled
images of digits. We perform semi-supervised
training with a small randomly picked fraction
of these, considering setups with 20, 50, 100,
and 200 labeled examples. Results are averaged
over 10 random subsets of labeled data, each
chosen to have a balanced number of examples
from each class. The remaining training images
are provided without labels. Our networks have
5 hidden layers each. We use weight normaliza-
tion [20] and add Gaussian noise to the output
of each layer of the discriminator. Table 1 sum-
marizes our results.

Samples generated by the generator during
semi-supervised learning using feature match-
ing (Section 3.1) do not look visually appealing
(left Fig. 3). By using minibatch discrimination
instead (Section 3.2) we can improve their visual quality. On MTurk, annotators were able to dis-
tinguish samples in 52.4% of cases (2000 votes total), where 50% would be obtained by random
guessing. Similarly, researchers in our institution were not able to find any artifacts that would al-
low them to distinguish samples. However, semi-supervised learning with minibatch discrimination
does not produce as good a classifier as does feature matching.

Model Number of incorrectly predicted test examples
for a given number of labeled samples

20 50 100 200

DGN [21] 333 ± 14

Virtual Adversarial [22] 212
CatGAN [14] 191 ± 10

Skip Deep Generative Model [23] 132 ± 7

Ladder network [24] 106 ± 37

Auxiliary Deep Generative Model [23] 96 ± 2

Our model 1677 ± 452 221 ± 136 93 ± 6.5 90 ± 4.2

Ensemble of 10 of our models 1134 ± 445 142 ± 96 86 ± 5.6 81 ± 4.3

Table 1: Number of incorrectly classified test examples for the semi-supervised setting on permuta-
tion invariant MNIST. Results are averaged over 10 seeds.

6.2 CIFAR-10

Model Test error rate for
a given number of labeled samples

1000 2000 4000 8000

Ladder network [24] 20.40±0.47

CatGAN [14] 19.58±0.46

Our model 21.83±2.01 19.61±2.09 18.63±2.32 17.72±1.82

Ensemble of 10 of our models 19.22±0.54 17.25±0.66 15.59±0.47 14.87±0.89

Table 2: Test error on semi-supervised CIFAR-10. Results are averaged over 10 splits of data.

CIFAR-10 is a small, well studied dataset of 32 ⇥ 32 natural images. We use this data set to study
semi-supervised learning, as well as to examine the visual quality of samples that can be achieved.
For the discriminator in our GAN we use a 9 layer deep convolutional network with dropout and
weight normalization. The generator is a 4 layer deep CNN with batch normalization. Table 2
summarizes our results on the semi-supervised learning task.
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6 Experiments

We performed semi-supervised experiments on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and SVHN, and sample gener-
ation experiments on MNIST, CIFAR-10, SVHN and ImageNet. We provide code to reproduce the
majority of our experiments.

6.1 MNIST

Figure 3: (Left) samples generated by model dur-
ing semi-supervised training. Samples can be
clearly distinguished from images coming from
MNIST dataset. (Right) Samples generated with
minibatch discrimination. Samples are com-
pletely indistinguishable from dataset images.

The MNIST dataset contains 60, 000 labeled
images of digits. We perform semi-supervised
training with a small randomly picked fraction
of these, considering setups with 20, 50, 100,
and 200 labeled examples. Results are averaged
over 10 random subsets of labeled data, each
chosen to have a balanced number of examples
from each class. The remaining training images
are provided without labels. Our networks have
5 hidden layers each. We use weight normaliza-
tion [20] and add Gaussian noise to the output
of each layer of the discriminator. Table 1 sum-
marizes our results.

Samples generated by the generator during
semi-supervised learning using feature match-
ing (Section 3.1) do not look visually appealing
(left Fig. 3). By using minibatch discrimination
instead (Section 3.2) we can improve their visual quality. On MTurk, annotators were able to dis-
tinguish samples in 52.4% of cases (2000 votes total), where 50% would be obtained by random
guessing. Similarly, researchers in our institution were not able to find any artifacts that would al-
low them to distinguish samples. However, semi-supervised learning with minibatch discrimination
does not produce as good a classifier as does feature matching.

Model Number of incorrectly predicted test examples
for a given number of labeled samples

20 50 100 200

DGN [21] 333 ± 14

Virtual Adversarial [22] 212
CatGAN [14] 191 ± 10

Skip Deep Generative Model [23] 132 ± 7

Ladder network [24] 106 ± 37

Auxiliary Deep Generative Model [23] 96 ± 2

Our model 1677 ± 452 221 ± 136 93 ± 6.5 90 ± 4.2

Ensemble of 10 of our models 1134 ± 445 142 ± 96 86 ± 5.6 81 ± 4.3

Table 1: Number of incorrectly classified test examples for the semi-supervised setting on permuta-
tion invariant MNIST. Results are averaged over 10 seeds.

6.2 CIFAR-10

Model Test error rate for
a given number of labeled samples

1000 2000 4000 8000

Ladder network [24] 20.40±0.47

CatGAN [14] 19.58±0.46

Our model 21.83±2.01 19.61±2.09 18.63±2.32 17.72±1.82

Ensemble of 10 of our models 19.22±0.54 17.25±0.66 15.59±0.47 14.87±0.89

Table 2: Test error on semi-supervised CIFAR-10. Results are averaged over 10 splits of data.

CIFAR-10 is a small, well studied dataset of 32 ⇥ 32 natural images. We use this data set to study
semi-supervised learning, as well as to examine the visual quality of samples that can be achieved.
For the discriminator in our GAN we use a 9 layer deep convolutional network with dropout and
weight normalization. The generator is a 4 layer deep CNN with batch normalization. Table 2
summarizes our results on the semi-supervised learning task.
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Model Percentage of incorrectly predicted test examples
for a given number of labeled samples

500 1000 2000

DGN [21] 36.02±0.10

Virtual Adversarial [22] 24.63

Auxiliary Deep Generative Model [23] 22.86

Skip Deep Generative Model [23] 16.61±0.24

Our model 18.44 ± 4.8 8.11 ± 1.3 6.16 ± 0.58

Ensemble of 10 of our models 5.88 ± 1.0

Figure 5: (Left) Error rate on SVHN. (Right) Samples from the generator for SVHN.

6.4 ImageNet
We tested our techniques on a dataset of unprecedented scale: 128 ⇥ 128 images from the
ILSVRC2012 dataset with 1,000 categories. To our knowledge, no previous publication has ap-
plied a generative model to a dataset with both this large of a resolution and this large a number
of object classes. The large number of object classes is particularly challenging for GANs due to
their tendency to underestimate the entropy in the distribution. We extensively modified a publicly
available implementation of DCGANs2 using TensorFlow [26] to achieve high performance, using
a multi-GPU implementation. DCGANs without modification learn some basic image statistics and
generate contiguous shapes with somewhat natural color and texture but do not learn any objects.
Using the techniques described in this paper, GANs learn to generate objects that resemble animals,
but with incorrect anatomy. Results are shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Samples generated from the ImageNet dataset. (Left) Samples generated by a DCGAN.
(Right) Samples generated using the techniques proposed in this work. The new techniques enable
GANs to learn recognizable features of animals, such as fur, eyes, and noses, but these features are
not correctly combined to form an animal with realistic anatomical structure.

7 Conclusion

Generative adversarial networks are a promising class of generative models that has so far been
held back by unstable training and by the lack of a proper evaluation metric. This work presents
partial solutions to both of these problems. We propose several techniques to stabilize training
that allow us to train models that were previously untrainable. Moreover, our proposed evaluation
metric (the Inception score) gives us a basis for comparing the quality of these models. We apply
our techniques to the problem of semi-supervised learning, achieving state-of-the-art results on a
number of different data sets in computer vision. The contributions made in this work are of a
practical nature; we hope to develop a more rigorous theoretical understanding in future work.

2https://github.com/carpedm20/DCGAN-tensorflow
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Mode Collapse

• D in inner loop: convergence to correct distribution 

• G in inner loop: place all mass on most likely point
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Figure 1: Unrolling the discriminator stabilizes GAN training on a toy 2D mixture of Gaussians
dataset. Columns show a heatmap of the generator distribution after increasing numbers of training
steps. The final column shows the data distribution. The top row shows training for a GAN with
10 unrolling steps. Its generator quickly spreads out and converges to the target distribution. The
bottom row shows standard GAN training. The generator rotates through the modes of the data
distribution. It never converges to a fixed distribution, and only ever assigns significant mass to a
single data mode at once.

responding to. This extra information helps the generator spread its mass to make the next D step
less effective instead of collapsing to a point.

In principle, a surrogate loss function could be used for both D and G. In the case of 1-step unrolled
optimization this is known to lead to convergence for games in which gradient descent (ascent) fails
(Zhang & Lesser, 2010). However, the motivation for using the surrogate generator loss in Section
2.2, of unrolling the inner of two nested min and max functions, does not apply to using a surrogate
discriminator loss. Additionally, it is more common for the discriminator to overpower the generator
than vice-versa when training a GAN. Giving more information to G by allowing it to ‘see into the
future’ may thus help the two models be more balanced.

3 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we demonstrate improved mode coverage and stability by applying this technique
to three datasets of increasing complexity. Evaluation of generative models is a notoriously hard
problem (Theis et al., 2016). As such the de facto standard in GAN literature has become sample
quality as evaluated by a human and/or evaluated by a heuristic (Inception score for example, (Sal-
imans et al., 2016)). While these evaluation metrics do a reasonable job capturing sample quality,
they fail to capture sample diversity. In our first 2 experiments diversity is easily evaluated via visual
inspection. In our last experiment this is not the case, and we will introduce new methods to quantify
coverage of samples.

When doing stochastic optimization, we must choose which minibatches to use in the unrolling
updates in Eq. 7. We experimented with both a fixed minibatch and re-sampled minibatches for
each unrolling step, and found it did not significantly impact the result. We use fixed minibatches
for all experiments in this section.

3.1 MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS DATASET

To illustrate the impact of discriminator unrolling, we train a simple GAN architecture on a 2D
mixture of 8 Gaussians arranged in a circle. For a detailed list of architecture and hyperparameters
see Appendix A. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of this model through time. Without unrolling the
generator rotates around the valid modes of the data distribution but is never able to spread out
mass. When adding in unrolling steps G quickly learns to spread probability mass and the system
converges to the data distribution.

3.2 PATHOLOGICAL MODELS

To evaluate the ability of this approach to improve trainability, we look to a traditionally challenging
family of models to train – recurrent neural networks (RNN). In this experiment we try to generate
MNIST samples using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). MNIST digits are 28x28 pixel
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Figure 1: Unrolling the discriminator stabilizes GAN training on a toy 2D mixture of Gaussians
dataset. Columns show a heatmap of the generator distribution after increasing numbers of training
steps. The final column shows the data distribution. The top row shows training for a GAN with
10 unrolling steps. Its generator quickly spreads out and converges to the target distribution. The
bottom row shows standard GAN training. The generator rotates through the modes of the data
distribution. It never converges to a fixed distribution, and only ever assigns significant mass to a
single data mode at once.

responding to. This extra information helps the generator spread its mass to make the next D step
less effective instead of collapsing to a point.

In principle, a surrogate loss function could be used for both D and G. In the case of 1-step unrolled
optimization this is known to lead to convergence for games in which gradient descent (ascent) fails
(Zhang & Lesser, 2010). However, the motivation for using the surrogate generator loss in Section
2.2, of unrolling the inner of two nested min and max functions, does not apply to using a surrogate
discriminator loss. Additionally, it is more common for the discriminator to overpower the generator
than vice-versa when training a GAN. Giving more information to G by allowing it to ‘see into the
future’ may thus help the two models be more balanced.

3 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we demonstrate improved mode coverage and stability by applying this technique
to three datasets of increasing complexity. Evaluation of generative models is a notoriously hard
problem (Theis et al., 2016). As such the de facto standard in GAN literature has become sample
quality as evaluated by a human and/or evaluated by a heuristic (Inception score for example, (Sal-
imans et al., 2016)). While these evaluation metrics do a reasonable job capturing sample quality,
they fail to capture sample diversity. In our first 2 experiments diversity is easily evaluated via visual
inspection. In our last experiment this is not the case, and we will introduce new methods to quantify
coverage of samples.

When doing stochastic optimization, we must choose which minibatches to use in the unrolling
updates in Eq. 7. We experimented with both a fixed minibatch and re-sampled minibatches for
each unrolling step, and found it did not significantly impact the result. We use fixed minibatches
for all experiments in this section.

3.1 MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS DATASET

To illustrate the impact of discriminator unrolling, we train a simple GAN architecture on a 2D
mixture of 8 Gaussians arranged in a circle. For a detailed list of architecture and hyperparameters
see Appendix A. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of this model through time. Without unrolling the
generator rotates around the valid modes of the data distribution but is never able to spread out
mass. When adding in unrolling steps G quickly learns to spread probability mass and the system
converges to the data distribution.

3.2 PATHOLOGICAL MODELS

To evaluate the ability of this approach to improve trainability, we look to a traditionally challenging
family of models to train – recurrent neural networks (RNN). In this experiment we try to generate
MNIST samples using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). MNIST digits are 28x28 pixel
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Mode Collapse: Measure
Sanjeev Arora and Yi Zhang (2017)  
Do GANs actually learn the distribution? An empirical study 

• Presents an estimate of support size based on the Birthday Paradox: 

- Suppose there are k people in a room. How large must k be before we have a 
high likelihood of having two people with the same birthday? Clearly, if we want 
100% probability, then k > 366 suffices. But assuming people’s birthdays are iid 
draws from some distribution on [1, 366] it can be checked that the probability 
exceeds 50% even when k is as small as 23.  

- Suppose a distribution has support N. The birthday paradox says that a sample of 
size about N1/2 would be quite likely to have a duplicate.



Mode Collapse: Measure
Sanjeev Arora and Yi Zhang (2017)  
Do GANs actually learn the distribution? An empirical study 

• Presents an estimate of support size based on the Birthday Paradox: 
(a) Pick a sample of size s from the generated distribution. 
(b) Use an automated measure of image similarity to flag the 20 (say) most similar 

pairs in the sample. 
(c) Visually inspect the flagged pairs and check for duplicates. 
(d) Repeat.  

• If this test reveals that samples of size s have duplicate images with good 
probability, then suspect that the distribution has support size about s2. 



Mode Collapse: Measure
Sanjeev Arora and Yi Zhang (2017)

Figure 1: Most similar pairs found in batches of 640 generated faces samples from a DCGAN, a
MIX+DCGAN (with 3 component) and an ALI. Each pair is from a di↵erent batch. Note that for
the first two models, a smaller batch of 400 images is su�cient to detect duplicates with � 50%
probability. With 640 images, the probability increases to 90%. Shown in dashed boxes are nearest
neighbors in training data.

2.2 Results for CIFAR-10

On CIFAR-10, Euclidean distance in pixel space is not informative. So we adopt a classifying CNN
with 3 convolutional layers, 2 fully-connected layer and a 10-class soft-max output pretrained with
a multi-class classification objective, and use its top layer features as embeddings for similarity test
using Euclidean distance. We found, firstly, that the result of the test is a↵ected by the quality of
samples. If the training uses noised samples (with noise being added either explicitly or implicitly
in the objective) then the generated samples are also quite noisy. Then the most similar samples
in a batch tend to be blurry blobs of low quality. Indeed, when we test a DCGAN (even the best
variant with 7.16 Inception Score [12]), the pairs returned are mostly blobs. To get meaningful test
results, we turn to a Stacked GAN which is the best generative model on CIFAR-10 (Inception
Score 8.59 [12]). It also generates the most real-looking images. Since this model is trained by
conditioning on class label, we measure its diversity within each class separately. The batch sizes
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Mode Collapse: Measure
Sanjeev Arora and Yi Zhang (2017): Show a dependence on Discriminator size

Figure 2: Diversity’s dependence on discriminator size. The diversity is measured as the square of
the batch size needed to encounter collision w.p. � 50% v.s. size of discriminator. The discriminator
size is explained in the main article.

needed for duplicates are shown in Table 1. Duplicate samples as well as the nearest neighbor to
the samples in training set are shown in Figure 3.

Aeroplane Auto-Mobile Bird Cat Deer Dog Frog Horse Ship Truck
500 50 500 100 500 300 50 200 500 100

Table 1: Class specific batch size needed to encounter duplicate samples with > 50% probability,
from a Stacked GAN trained on CIFAR-10

We also checked whether the duplicate image detected is close to any of the training images. To
do so we looked for the nearest neighbor in the training set using our heuristic similarity measure
and visually inspected the closest suspects. We find that the closest image is quite di↵erent from
the duplicate detected, which suggests the issue with GANs is indeed lack of diversity (low support
size) instead of memorizing training set.

2.3 Exploratory results on Bedroom dataset

We tested DCGANs trained on the Bedroom dataset(LSUN) using Euclidean distance to extract
collision candidates since it is impossible to train a CNN classifier on such single-category (bedroom)
dataset. We notice that the most similar pairs are likely to be the corrupted samples with the same
noise pattern (top-5 collision candidates all contain such patterns). When ignoring the noisy pairs,
the most similar ”clean” pairs are not even similar according to human eyes. This implies that the
distribution puts significant probability on noise patterns, which can be seen as a form of under-
fitting (also reported in the DCGAN paper). We manually counted the number of samples with a
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Mode Collapse: Solutions

(Goodfellow 2016)

Unrolled GANs
Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

Figure 1: Unrolling the discriminator stabilizes GAN training on a toy 2D mixture of Gaussians
dataset. Columns show a heatmap of the generator distribution after increasing numbers of training
steps. The final column shows the data distribution. The top row shows training for a GAN with
10 unrolling steps. Its generator quickly spreads out and converges to the target distribution. The
bottom row shows standard GAN training. The generator rotates through the modes of the data
distribution. It never converges to a fixed distribution, and only ever assigns significant mass to a
single data mode at once.

responding to. This extra information helps the generator spread its mass to make the next D step
less effective instead of collapsing to a point.

In principle, a surrogate loss function could be used for both D and G. In the case of 1-step unrolled
optimization this is known to lead to convergence for games in which gradient descent (ascent) fails
(Zhang & Lesser, 2010). However, the motivation for using the surrogate generator loss in Section
2.2, of unrolling the inner of two nested min and max functions, does not apply to using a surrogate
discriminator loss. Additionally, it is more common for the discriminator to overpower the generator
than vice-versa when training a GAN. Giving more information to G by allowing it to ‘see into the
future’ may thus help the two models be more balanced.

3 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we demonstrate improved mode coverage and stability by applying this technique
to three datasets of increasing complexity. Evaluation of generative models is a notoriously hard
problem (Theis et al., 2016). As such the de facto standard in GAN literature has become sample
quality as evaluated by a human and/or evaluated by a heuristic (Inception score for example, (Sal-
imans et al., 2016)). While these evaluation metrics do a reasonable job capturing sample quality,
they fail to capture sample diversity. In our first 2 experiments diversity is easily evaluated via visual
inspection. In our last experiment this is not the case, and we will introduce new methods to quantify
coverage of samples.

When doing stochastic optimization, we must choose which minibatches to use in the unrolling
updates in Eq. 7. We experimented with both a fixed minibatch and re-sampled minibatches for
each unrolling step, and found it did not significantly impact the result. We use fixed minibatches
for all experiments in this section.

3.1 MIXTURE OF GAUSSIANS DATASET

To illustrate the impact of discriminator unrolling, we train a simple GAN architecture on a 2D
mixture of 8 Gaussians arranged in a circle. For a detailed list of architecture and hyperparameters
see Appendix A. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of this model through time. Without unrolling the
generator rotates around the valid modes of the data distribution but is never able to spread out
mass. When adding in unrolling steps G quickly learns to spread probability mass and the system
converges to the data distribution.

3.2 PATHOLOGICAL MODELS

To evaluate the ability of this approach to improve trainability, we look to a traditionally challenging
family of models to train – recurrent neural networks (RNN). In this experiment we try to generate
MNIST samples using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). MNIST digits are 28x28 pixel
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prevent mode collapse:
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Figure 1: Unrolling the discriminator stabilizes GAN training on a toy 2D mixture of Gaussians
dataset. Columns show a heatmap of the generator distribution after increasing numbers of training
steps. The final column shows the data distribution. The top row shows training for a GAN with
10 unrolling steps. Its generator quickly spreads out and converges to the target distribution. The
bottom row shows standard GAN training. The generator rotates through the modes of the data
distribution. It never converges to a fixed distribution, and only ever assigns significant mass to a
single data mode at once.
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• Unrolled GANs (Metz et al 2016): Prevents mode collapse by 
backproping through a set of (k) updates of the discriminator to 
update generator parameters. 

• VEEGAN (Srivastava et al 2017): Introduce a reconstructor network 
which is learned both to map the true data distribution p(x) to a 
Gaussian and to approximately invert the generator network.



Mode Collapse: Solutions
• Minibatch Discrimination (Salimans et al 2016): Add minibatch 

features that classify each example by comparing it to other 
members of the minibatch (Salimans et al 2016)  

• PacGAN: The power of two samples in generative adversarial 
networks (Lin et al 2017): Also uses multisample discrimination.

Figure 1: PacGAN(m) augments the input layer by a factor of m. The number of edges between
the first two layers are increased accordingly to preserve the connectivity of the mother architecture
(typically fully-connected). Packed samples are fed to the input layer in a concatenated fashion;
the grid-patterned nodes represent input nodes for the second input sample.

in the mother architecture. The grid-patterned nodes in Figure 1 represent input nodes for the
second sample.

Similarly, when packing a DCGAN, which uses convolutional neural networks for both the
generator and the discriminator, we simply stack the images into a tensor of depth m. For instance,
the discriminator for PacDCGAN5 on the MNIST dataset of handwritten images [24] would take
an input of size 28 ⇥ 28 ⇥ 5, since each individual black-and-white MNIST image is 28 ⇥ 28 pixels.
Only the input layer and the number of weights in the corresponding first convolutional layer will
increase in depth by a factor of five. By modifying only the input dimension and fixing the number
of hidden and output nodes in the discriminator, we can focus purely on the e↵ects of packing in
our numerical experiments in Section 3.

How to train a packed discriminator. Just as in standard GANs, we train the packed dis-
criminator with a bag of samples from the real data and the generator. However, each minibatch
in the stochastic gradient descent now consists of packed samples. Each packed sample is of the
form (X

1

, X
2

, . . . , Xm, Y ), where the label is Y = 1 for real data and Y = 0 for generated data,
and the m independent samples from either class are jointly treated as a single, higher-dimensional
feature (X

1

, . . . , Xm). The discriminator learns to classify m packed samples jointly. Intuitively,
packing helps the discriminator detect mode collapse because lack of diversity is more obvious in a
set of samples than in a single sample. Fundamentally, packing allows the discriminator to observe
samples from product distributions, which highlight mode collapse more clearly than unmodified
data and generator distributions. We make this statement precise in Section 4.

Notice that the computational overhead of PacGAN training is marginal, since only the input
layer of the discriminator gains new parameters. Furthermore, we keep all training hyperparame-
ters identical to the mother architecture, including the stochastic gradient descent minibatch size,
weight decay, learning rate, and the number of training epochs. This is in contrast with other
approaches for mitigating mode collapse that require significant computational overhead and/or
delicate hyperparameter selection [11, 10, 37, 40, 30].

Computational complexity. The exact computational complexity overhead of PacGAN (com-
pared to GANs) is architecture-dependent, but can be computed in a straightforward manner. For
example, consider a discriminator with w fully-connected layers, each containing g nodes. Since the
discriminator has a binary output, the (w + 1)th layer has a single node, and is fully connected to

5



Mode Collapse: Solutions
• PacGAN: The power of two samples in generative adversarial 

networks (Lin et al 2017)

To examine real data, we use the MNIST dataset [24], which consists of 70,000 images of
handwritten digits, each 28 ⇥ 28 pixels. Unmodified, this dataset has 10 modes, one for each digit.
As done in Mode-regularized GANs [6], Unrolled GANs [30] and VEEGAN [40], we augment the
number of modes by stacking the images. That is, we generate a new dataset of 128,000 images,
in which each image consists of three randomly-selected MNIST images that are stacked into a
28⇥28⇥3 image in RGB. This new dataset has (with high probability) 1000 = 10⇥10⇥10 modes.
We refer to this as the stacked MNIST dataset.

3.1 Synthetic data experiments from VEEGAN [40]

Our first experiment evaluates the number of modes and the number of high-quality samples for
the 2D-ring and the 2D-grid. Results are reported in Table 1. The first four rows are copied
directly from Table 1 in [40]. The last three rows contain our own implementation of PacGANs.
We do not make any choices in the hyper-parameters, the generator architecture, the discriminator
architecture, and the loss. Our implementation attempts to reproduce the VEEGAN architecture
to the best of our knowledge, as described below.

Target distribution GAN PacGAN2

Figure 2: Scatter plot of the 2D samples from the true distribution (left) of 2D-grid and the learned
generators using GAN (middle) and PacGAN2 (right). PacGAN2 captures all of the 25 modes.

Architecture and hyper-parameters. All of the GANs we implemented in this experiment
use the same overall architecture, which is chosen to match the architecture in VEEGAN’s code
[40]. The generators have two hidden layers, 128 units per layer with ReLU activation, trained
with batch normalization [16]. The input noise is a two dimensional spherical Gaussian with zero
mean and unit variance. The discriminator has one hidden layer, 128 units on that layer. The
hidden layer uses LinearMaxout with 5 maxout pieces, and no batch normalization is used in the
discriminator.

We train each GAN with 100,000 total samples, and a mini-batch size of 100 samples; training
is run for 200 epochs. The discriminator’s loss function is log(1 + exp(�D(real data))) + log(1 +
exp(D(generated data))), except for VEEGAN which has an additional regularization term. The
generator’s loss function is log(1 + exp(D(real data))) + log(1 + exp(�D(generated data))). Adam
[21] stochastic gradient descent is applied with the generator weights and the discriminator weights

7



Training a GAN: Distances between Manifolds
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Jensen-Shannon Divergence
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• What is the JS divergence in 
this simple case?
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Jensen-Shannon Divergence
z

Figure 1: These plots show ⇢(P✓,P0) as a function of ✓ when ⇢ is the EM distance (left
plot) or the JS divergence (right plot). The EM plot is continuous and provides a usable
gradient everywhere. The JS plot is not continuous and does not provide a usable gradient.

intersection contained in a set of measure zero. This happens to be the case when
two low dimensional manifolds intersect in general position [1].

Since the Wasserstein distance is much weaker than the JS distance3, we can now
ask whether W (Pr,P✓) is a continuous loss function on ✓ under mild assumptions.
This, and more, is true, as we now state and prove.

Theorem 1. Let Pr be a fixed distribution over X . Let Z be a random variable
(e.g Gaussian) over another space Z. Let g : Z ⇥ Rd ! X be a function, that will
be denoted g✓(z) with z the first coordinate and ✓ the second. Let P✓ denote the
distribution of g✓(Z). Then,

1. If g is continuous in ✓, so is W (Pr,P✓).

2. If g is locally Lipschitz and satisfies regularity assumption 1, then W (Pr,P✓)
is continuous everywhere, and di↵erentiable almost everywhere.

3. Statements 1-2 are false for the Jensen-Shannon divergence JS(Pr,P✓) and
all the KLs.

Proof. See Appendix C

The following corollary tells us that learning by minimizing the EM distance
makes sense (at least in theory) with neural networks.

Corollary 1. Let g✓ be any feedforward neural network4 parameterized by ✓, and
p(z) a prior over z such that Ez⇠p(z)[kzk] < 1 (e.g. Gaussian, uniform, etc.).

3
The argument for why this happens, and indeed how we arrived to the idea that Wasserstein

is what we should really be optimizing is displayed in Appendix A. We strongly encourage the

interested reader who is not afraid of the mathematics to go through it.

4
By a feedforward neural network we mean a function composed by a�ne transformations and

pointwise nonlinearities which are smooth Lipschitz functions (such as the sigmoid, tanh, elu,

softplus, etc). Note: the statement is also true for rectifier nonlinearities but the proof is more

technical (even though very similar) so we omit it.
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• JS divergence is not a useful learning signal to train GANs.  

• An alternative: Earth-Mover (also called Wasserstein-1) 
distance. 

‣ Minimum cost of transporting mass to transform the 
distribution       into the distribution     .  

‣ The EM distance is continuous everywhere and 
differentiable almost everywhere (under mild assumptions). 

Earth-Movers Distance

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
γ∈Π(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [∥x− y∥]

Pr Pg

36



Wasserstein Distance
z

• What is the EM (or Wasserstein) 
distance in this simple case?

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
γ∈Π(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [∥x− y∥]

Example from Arjovsky et al. 2017 37
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Wasserstein Distance

𝜽

z

Figure 1: These plots show ⇢(P✓,P0) as a function of ✓ when ⇢ is the EM distance (left
plot) or the JS divergence (right plot). The EM plot is continuous and provides a usable
gradient everywhere. The JS plot is not continuous and does not provide a usable gradient.

intersection contained in a set of measure zero. This happens to be the case when
two low dimensional manifolds intersect in general position [1].

Since the Wasserstein distance is much weaker than the JS distance3, we can now
ask whether W (Pr,P✓) is a continuous loss function on ✓ under mild assumptions.
This, and more, is true, as we now state and prove.

Theorem 1. Let Pr be a fixed distribution over X . Let Z be a random variable
(e.g Gaussian) over another space Z. Let g : Z ⇥ Rd ! X be a function, that will
be denoted g✓(z) with z the first coordinate and ✓ the second. Let P✓ denote the
distribution of g✓(Z). Then,

1. If g is continuous in ✓, so is W (Pr,P✓).

2. If g is locally Lipschitz and satisfies regularity assumption 1, then W (Pr,P✓)
is continuous everywhere, and di↵erentiable almost everywhere.

3. Statements 1-2 are false for the Jensen-Shannon divergence JS(Pr,P✓) and
all the KLs.

Proof. See Appendix C

The following corollary tells us that learning by minimizing the EM distance
makes sense (at least in theory) with neural networks.

Corollary 1. Let g✓ be any feedforward neural network4 parameterized by ✓, and
p(z) a prior over z such that Ez⇠p(z)[kzk] < 1 (e.g. Gaussian, uniform, etc.).

3
The argument for why this happens, and indeed how we arrived to the idea that Wasserstein

is what we should really be optimizing is displayed in Appendix A. We strongly encourage the

interested reader who is not afraid of the mathematics to go through it.

4
By a feedforward neural network we mean a function composed by a�ne transformations and

pointwise nonlinearities which are smooth Lipschitz functions (such as the sigmoid, tanh, elu,

softplus, etc). Note: the statement is also true for rectifier nonlinearities but the proof is more

technical (even though very similar) so we omit it.
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Wasserstein Distance

𝜽
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Figure 1: These plots show ⇢(P✓,P0) as a function of ✓ when ⇢ is the EM distance (left
plot) or the JS divergence (right plot). The EM plot is continuous and provides a usable
gradient everywhere. The JS plot is not continuous and does not provide a usable gradient.

intersection contained in a set of measure zero. This happens to be the case when
two low dimensional manifolds intersect in general position [1].

Since the Wasserstein distance is much weaker than the JS distance3, we can now
ask whether W (Pr,P✓) is a continuous loss function on ✓ under mild assumptions.
This, and more, is true, as we now state and prove.

Theorem 1. Let Pr be a fixed distribution over X . Let Z be a random variable
(e.g Gaussian) over another space Z. Let g : Z ⇥ Rd ! X be a function, that will
be denoted g✓(z) with z the first coordinate and ✓ the second. Let P✓ denote the
distribution of g✓(Z). Then,

1. If g is continuous in ✓, so is W (Pr,P✓).

2. If g is locally Lipschitz and satisfies regularity assumption 1, then W (Pr,P✓)
is continuous everywhere, and di↵erentiable almost everywhere.

3. Statements 1-2 are false for the Jensen-Shannon divergence JS(Pr,P✓) and
all the KLs.

Proof. See Appendix C

The following corollary tells us that learning by minimizing the EM distance
makes sense (at least in theory) with neural networks.

Corollary 1. Let g✓ be any feedforward neural network4 parameterized by ✓, and
p(z) a prior over z such that Ez⇠p(z)[kzk] < 1 (e.g. Gaussian, uniform, etc.).

3
The argument for why this happens, and indeed how we arrived to the idea that Wasserstein

is what we should really be optimizing is displayed in Appendix A. We strongly encourage the

interested reader who is not afraid of the mathematics to go through it.

4
By a feedforward neural network we mean a function composed by a�ne transformations and

pointwise nonlinearities which are smooth Lipschitz functions (such as the sigmoid, tanh, elu,

softplus, etc). Note: the statement is also true for rectifier nonlinearities but the proof is more

technical (even though very similar) so we omit it.
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•                    might have nice properties compared to  

• However, the infimum is intractable in:  

• Can exploit Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality: 

where the supremum is over all the 1-Lipschitz functions f :

Wasserstein GAN Arjovsky, Chintala, Bottou (2017) 

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
γ∈Π(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [∥x− y∥]

W (Pr,Pg) JS(Pr,Pg)

W (Pr,Pg) = sup
∥f∥L≤1

Ex∼Pr [f(x)]− Ex∼Pg [f(x)]

X → R
40



• The WGAN Objective function: 

where      is the set of 1-Lipschitz functions. 

• Open question: how to effectively enforce the Lipschitz constraint 
on the critic D? 
- Arjovsky et al. (2017) propose to clip the weights of the critic to 

lie within a compact space [-c, c]. 
- Results in a subset of the k-Lipschitz functions (k is a function of c).

Wasserstein GAN Arjovsky, Chintala, Bottou (2017) 

min
G

max
D∈D

E
x∼Pr

!
D(x)

"
− E

x̃∼Pg

!
D(x̃))

"

D
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1. Underuse capacity 
2. Exploding and vanishing gradients

Issues with Weight Clipping

8 Gaussians 25 Gaussians Swiss Roll

Weight clipping

Gradient penalty

Figure 1: Value surfaces of WGAN critics trained to optimality on toy datasets. Critics trained with
weight clipping fail to capture higher moments of the data distribution. The ‘generator’ is held fixed
at the real data plus Gaussian noise.
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Figure 2: (a) Gradient norms of deep WGAN critics during training on toy datasets. Gradients
in WGAN with weight clipping always either explode or vanish, depending on the clipping value.
Training with gradient penalty provides stable gradients to earlier layers. (b) Histograms of weight
values for WGAN with weight clipping (left) and gradient penalty (right). Weight clipping pushes
weights to the extremes of the clipping range, and when this range is high, causes exploding gradi-
ents and slows training.

3.2 Exploding and vanishing gradients

We observe that the WGAN optimization process is difficult because of interactions between the
weight constraint and the cost function, which inevitably result in either vanishing or exploding
gradients, depending on the value of the clipping threshold c.

If the weights are constrained to be too small, the gradient vanishes as we backpropagate through
previous layers. This prevents earlier layers in the critic (and the generator) from receiving useful
training signal and can make learning very slow for deep nets.

On the other hand, if the weight constraint is too large, we find that the network suffers from ex-
ploding gradients instead. This is because the training objective encourages all of the weights in the
critic to lie at the extremes of their allowed range (we demonstrate this experimentally in Figure 2b).

To demonstrate the presence of vanishing and exploding gradients in weight-clipped WGAN, we
train WGAN on the Swiss Roll toy dataset, varying the clipping threshold c in [10

�1, 10

�2, 10

�3],
and plot the norm of the gradient of the critic loss with respect to successive layers of activations.
Our generator and critic are both 12-layer-deep ReLU MLPs without batch normalization. We show
in Figure 2a that for each of these values, the gradient either grows or decays exponentially as we
move farther back in the network. We find our method results in more stable gradients that neither
vanish nor explode, allowing training of more complicated networks.

4
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• A property of the optimal WGAN critic: If                then there is a point       
.               such that for all points                                       (on a straight 
line between     and    ) then: 

• This implies the optimal WGAN critic has gradient norm 1 at   

• Gradient Penalty version of WGAN (i.e. the WGAN-GP) objective:

L = E
x̃∼Pg

[D(x̃)]− E
x∼Pr

[D(x)]

! "# $
Original critic loss

+λ E
x̂∼Px̂

%
(∥∇x̂D(x̂)∥2 − 1)2

&

! "# $
Our gradient penalty

x ∼ Pr,
x̃ ∼ Pg

xt = tx+ (1− t)x̃

∇D∗(xt) =
x− xt

∥x− xt∥
xt

x x̃
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Gradient Penalty Approach  
Gulrajani, Ahmed, Arjovsky, Dumoulin, Courville (2017) 



x

x1

x2

x̃

x̂ Sample along straight lines:

� � U [0, 1], x � Pr, x̃ � Pg

x̂ = �x + (1 � �)x̃

E
x̂∼Px̂

!
(∥∇x̂D(x̂)∥2 − 1)2

"
Gradient penalty:

Gradient Penalty Approach  
Gulrajani, Ahmed, Arjovsky, Dumoulin, Courville (2017) 
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Comparison on difficult to train architectures

• Comparison based on 
recommended default 
parameter setting for 
each algorithm. 

• WGAN-GP is more 
robust to variations in 
training setups.

DCGAN LSGAN WGAN (clipping) WGAN-GP (ours)
Baseline (G: DCGAN, D: DCGAN)

G: No BN and a constant number of filters, D: DCGAN

G: 4-layer 512-dim ReLU MLP, D: DCGAN

No normalization in either G or D

Gated multiplicative nonlinearities everywhere in G and D

tanh nonlinearities everywhere in G and D

101-layer ResNet G and D

Figure 4: Difficult GAN architectures trained with different methods. Only WGAN with gradient
penalty succeeds in training every architecture with a single choice of default settings, though the
other methods might have worked with tuning.
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Comparison on difficult to train architectures

• Comparison based on 
recommended default 
parameter setting for 
each algorithm. 

• WGAN-GP is more 
robust to variations in 
training setups.
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WGAN with Gradient Penalty
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But what about inference…
• How can we use generative models? 

- GANs can generate content, but somethings you want to make 
inference about observed data.   

• Can we incorporate an inference mechanism into GANs? 

• Can we learn an inference mechanisms using an adversarial 
training paradigm?

48



Two papers, one model
• ALI: Vincent Dumoulin, Ishmael Belghazi, Olivier Mastropietro                                    

Ben Poole, Alex Lamb, Martin Arjovsky (2016) ADVERSARIALLY 
LEARNED INFERENCE, arXiv:1606.00704 

• BiGAN: Donahue, Krähenbühl and Darrell (2016), ADVERSARIAL 
FEATURE LEARNING, arXiv:1605.09782 

• But also showing results on Hierarchical ALI by Ishmael Belghazi, 
Sai Rajeshwar, Olivier Mastropietro  and Negar Rostamzadeh
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Adversarially learned inference: Main idea

• Cast the learning of both an inference model (encoder) and a 
generative model (decoder) in a GAN-like adversarial framework. 

• Discriminator is trained to discriminate between joint samples (x, z) 
from:   

- Encoder distribution q(x, z) = q(x) q(z | x),  or 

- Decoder distribution p(x, z) = p(z) p(x | z). 

• Generator learns conditionals q(z | x) and p(x | z) to fool the 
discriminator.

Data distribution

Prior distribution
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ALI: model diagram

D(x, z)

z ~ q(z | x)

x ~ q(x)

z ~ p(z)

x ~ p(x | z)

G
z(x

) G
x(z)

En
co

de
r D
ecoder
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Toy Example
• Learning the Identity function: 

Encoder: X ~ N(0,1) 
Decoder: Z ~ N(0,1)

Zihang Dai 52



Theoretical properties

In analogy with GAN, under an ideal 
discriminator, the generator minimizes 
the Jensen-Shannon divergence 
between p(x, z) and q(x, z).
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BiGAN: Encoder & Decoder are Inverses

• Donahue, Krähenbühl and Darrell (2016), ADVERSARIAL FEATURE 
LEARNING: 

- In the case of a deterministic encoder & decoder, in order to “fool” an 
ideal discriminator, the encoder and decoder must invert each other. 

Donahue, Krähenbühl and Darrell (2016)
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• Intuition: Discriminator input pair          must satisfy at least one of the 
following two properties:  

• If only one of these properties is satisfied, a perfect discriminator can 
infer the source of           with certainty.  

• Therefore, in order to fool an ideal discriminator, the encoder  
and decoder            must satisfy both (a) and (b) at  

BiGAN: Encoder & Decoder are Inverses

(x, z)

(x, z)

z � supp (pprior(z)) � Gx(z) = x

x � supp (pdata(x)) � Gz(x) = z(a)
(b)

Gz(x)
Gx(z) (x, z)

Donahue, Krähenbühl and Darrell (2016)
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Samples Reconstructions

SVHN
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Samples Reconstructions

CelebA face dataset
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Conditional generation: CelebA 

blond, baldingblond, bangs open smile, 
glassesblack, wavy hair

black hair
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Semi-supervised experiments

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2017

Figure 6: Latent space interpolations on the CelebA validation set. Left and right columns corre-
spond to the original pairs x1 and x2, and the columns in between correspond to the decoding of
latent representations interpolated linearly from z1 to z2. Unlike other adversarial approaches like
DCGAN (Radford et al., 2015), ALI allows one to interpolate between actual data points.

Using ALI’s inference network as opposed to the discriminator to extract features, we achieve a
misclassification rate that is roughly 3.00 ± 0.50% lower than reported in Radford et al. (2015)
(Table 1), which suggests that ALI’s inference mechanism is beneficial to the semi-supervised
learning task.

We then investigate ALI’s performance when label information is taken into account during training.
We adapt the discriminative model proposed in Salimans et al. (2016). The discriminator takes x and
z as input and outputs a distribution over K + 1 classes, where K is the number of categories. When
label information is available for q(x, z) samples, the discriminator is expected to predict the label.
When no label information is available, the discriminator is expected to predict K + 1 for p(x, z)
samples and k 2 {1, . . . ,K} for q(x, z) samples.

Interestingly, Salimans et al. (2016) found that they required an alternative training strategy for the
generator where it tries to match first-order statistics in the discriminator’s intermediate activations
with respect to the data distribution (they refer to this as feature matching). We found that ALI did
not require feature matching to obtain comparable results. We achieve results competitive with the
state-of-the-art, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 shows that ALI offers a modest improvement
over Salimans et al. (2016), more specifically for 1000 and 2000 labeled examples.

Table 1: SVHN test set missclassification rate

.

Model Misclassification rate

VAE (M1 + M2) (Kingma et al., 2014) 36.02

SWWAE with dropout (Zhao et al., 2015) 23.56

DCGAN + L2-SVM (Radford et al., 2015) 22.18

SDGM (Maaløe et al., 2016) 16.61

GAN (feature matching) (Salimans et al., 2016) 8.11± 1.3

ALI (ours, L2-SVM) 19.14± 0.50

ALI (ours, no feature matching) 7.42± 0.65

Table 2: CIFAR10 test set missclassification rate for semi-supervised learning using different numbers
of trained labeled examples. For ALI, error bars correspond to 3 times the standard deviation.

Number of labeled examples 1000 2000 4000 8000
Model Misclassification rate

Ladder network (Rasmus et al., 2015) 20.40

CatGAN (Springenberg, 2015) 19.58

GAN (feature matching) (Salimans et al., 2016) 21.83± 2.01 19.61± 2.09 18.63± 2.32 17.72± 1.82

ALI (ours, no feature matching) 19.98± 0.89 19.09± 0.44 17.99± 1.62 17.05± 1.49
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Alternative Inference 
Mechanisms
Alternative inference 
mechanisms: 

(a) ALI (ours) 

(b) Learn encoder via 
z reconstruction 

(c) Post hoc encoder 
learning (ALI-style) 

(d) Variational 
Autoencoder (VAE)
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Hierarchical ALI: model diagram

D(x, z1, z2)z1 ~ q(z1 | x)

x ~ q(x)

G
z 1
(x

)En
co

de
r D

ecoder

G
z 2
(z

1)

z2 ~ q(z2 | z1)

z1 ~ p(z1 | z2)

x ~ p(x | z1)

z2 ~ p(z2)

G
x(z

1 )
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z
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Hierarchical ALI: model diagram
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Hierarchical ALI: SVHN

Model samples

Re
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Reconstructions given z1, z2
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Reconstructions given z2
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Hierarchical ALI

Model samples

CelebA-128X128
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Reconstructions given z1, z2 Reconstructions given z2Re
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Hierarchical ALI:  CelebA-128X128
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Unconditional
ImageNet-128X128

Model samples

Hierarchical ALI
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Hierarchical ALI: ImageNet-128X128
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Low-level latent variable manipulation

68

Image saturation:

Lipstick:



High-level latent variable manipulation
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Gender:

Age:

Orientation:



Interpolating from true images

70
True images from CelebA testset.



cycleGAN: Adversarial training of domain transformations  
(Zhu et al. ICCV 2017)

• CycleGAN learns transformations across domains with unpaired data. 

• Combines GAN loss with “cycle-consistency loss”: L1 reconstruction.

Image credits: Jun-Yan Zhu*, Taesung Park*, Phillip Isola, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using 
Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks", in IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2017. 



CycleGAN for unpaired data

Image credits: Jun-Yan Zhu*, Taesung Park*, Phillip Isola, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using 
Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks", in IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2017. 



1024x1024 model samples

Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2018

Figure 5: 1024 ⇥ 1024 images generated using the CELEBA-HQ dataset. See Appendix F for a
larger set of results, and the accompanying video for latent space interpolations. On the right, two
images from an earlier megapixel GAN by Marchesi (2017) show limited detail and variation.

Mao et al. (2016b) (128⇥ 128) Gulrajani et al. (2017) (128⇥ 128) Our (256⇥ 256)

Figure 6: Visual quality comparison in LSUN BEDROOM; pictures copied from the cited articles.

mentation used an adaptive minibatch size depending on the current output resolution so that the
available memory budget was optimally utilized.

In order to demonstrate that our contributions are largely orthogonal to the choice of a loss function,
we have also trained the same network using LSGAN loss instead of WGAN-GP loss. Figure 1
shows six examples of 10242 images produced using our method using LSGAN. Further details of
this setup are given in Appendix B.

6.4 LSUN RESULTS

Figure 6 shows a purely visual comparison between our solution and earlier results in LSUN BED-
ROOM. Figure 7 gives selected examples from seven very different LSUN categories at 2562. A
larger, non-curated set of results from all 30 LSUN categories is available in Appendix G, and the
video demonstrates interpolations. We are not aware of earlier results in most of these categories,
and while some categories work better than others, we feel that the overall quality is high.

6.5 CIFAR10 INCEPTION SCORES

The best inception scores for CIFAR10 (10 categories of 32 ⇥ 32 RGB images) we are aware of
are 7.90 for unsupervised and 8.87 for label conditioned setups (Grinblat et al., 2017). The large
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PROGRESSIVE GROWING OF GANS FOR IMPROVED 
QUALITY, STABILITY, AND VARIATION (Kerras et al. from NVIDIA, 2017)

• Recent work from 
NVIDIA.  

• Improves image quality 
by growing the model 
size throughout training. 

• Samples from a model 
trained on the CelebA 
face dataset.



PROGRESSIVE GROWING OF GANS FOR IMPROVED 
QUALITY, STABILITY, AND VARIATION (Kerras et al. from NVIDIA, 2017)
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4x4
G

D

4x4

8x8

Reals

4x4

4x4

Reals

8x8

4x4

Latent

Reals

4x4

…

Training progresses

LatentLatent

1024x1024

1024x1024

Figure 1: Our training starts with both the generator (G) and discriminator (D) having a low spa-
tial resolution of 4⇥4 pixels. As the training advances, we incrementally add layers to G and D,
thus increasing the spatial resolution of the generated images. All existing layers remain trainable
throughout the process. Here N ⇥N refers to convolutional layers operating on N ⇥ N spatial
resolution. This allows stable synthesis in high resolutions and also speeds up training considerably.
One the right we show six example images generated using progressive growing at 1024⇥ 1024.

Figure 2: When doubling the resolution of the generator (G) and discriminator (D) we fade in the
new layers smoothly. This example illustrates the transition from 16 ⇥ 16 images (a) to 32 ⇥ 32

images (c). During the transition (b) we treat the layers that operate on the higher resolution like a
residual block, whose weight ↵ increases linearly from 0 to 1. Here 2⇥ and 0.5⇥ refer to doubling
and halving the image resolution using nearest neighbor filtering and average pooling, respectively.
The toRGB represents a layer that projects feature vectors to RGB colors and fromRGB does
the reverse; both use 1 ⇥ 1 convolutions. When training the discriminator, we feed in real images
that are downscaled to match the current resolution of the network. During a resolution transition,
we interpolate between two resolutions of the real images, similarly to how the generator output
combines two resolutions.

The idea of growing GANs progressively is related to curriculum GANs (Anonymous), where the
idea is to attach multiple discriminators that operate on different spatial resolutions to a single gen-
erator, and furthermore adjust the balance between resolutions as a function of training time. That
work in turn is motivated by Durugkar et al. (2016) who use one generator and multiple discrimi-
nators concurrently, and Ghosh et al. (2017) who do the opposite with multiple generators and one
discriminator. In contrast to early work on adaptively growing networks, e.g., growing neural gas
(Fritzke, 1995) and neuro evolution of augmenting topologies (Stanley & Miikkulainen, 2002) that
grow networks greedily, we simply defer the introduction of pre-configured layers. In that sense our
approach resembles layer-wise training of autoencoders (Bengio et al., 2007).
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POTTEDPLANT HORSE SOFA BUS CHURCHOUTDOOR BICYCLE TVMONITOR

Figure 7: Selection of 256⇥ 256 images generated from different LSUN categories.

difference between the two numbers is primarily caused by “ghosts” that necessarily appear between
classes in the unsupervised setting, while label conditioning can remove many such transitions.

When all of our contributions are enabled, we get 8.80 in the unsupervised setting. Appendix D
shows a representative set of result images along with a more comprehensive list of results from
earlier methods. The network and training setup were the same as for CELEBA, progression lim-
ited to 32 ⇥ 32 of course. The only customization was to the WGAN-GP’s regularization term
E
x̂⇠P

x̂

[(||r
x̂

D(

ˆ

x)||2 � �)

2
/�

2]. Gulrajani et al. (2017) used � = 1.0, which corresponds to
1-Lipschitz, but we noticed that it is in fact significantly better to prefer fast transitions (� = 750) to
minimize the ghosts. We have not tried this trick with other datasets yet.

7 DISCUSSION

While the quality of our results is generally high compared to earlier work on GANs, and the training
is stable in large resolutions, there is a long way to true photorealism. Semantic sensibility and un-
derstanding dataset-dependent constraints, such as certain objects being straight rather than curved,
leaves a lot to be desired. There is also room for improvement in the micro-structure of the images.
That said, we feel that convincing realism may now be within reach, especially in CELEBA-HQ.
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